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Welcome to Vatech,

Our story began 21 years ago, when we embarked on a journey into the dental imaging market. 
At that time, skeptics and industry leaders doubted our potential, asserting that we couldn't 
possibly make a mark in the industry. Yet, with unwavering determination and a commitment to 
excellence, we not only defied the odds but rose to prominence. Today, Vatech proudly holds 
the No.1 market share in North America, Europe, and Asia.

What sets Vatech apart and has fueled our remarkable journey to the top of the industry? 
Let's explore the key reasons behind our outstanding success.

Your Global Premier Dental Imaging Company

Unmatched Quality Assurance: 
Vatech is the one and only company that manufactures all core components in-house, supplying 
a comprehensive range of digital dental solutions, including digital intra-oral, panoramic, and 
CBCT imaging systems, along with software. This vertical integration empowers us to maintain 
the highest and longest quality assurance in the market. Notably, during the challenging times of 
the pandemic, Vatech remained a reliable source, unaffected by supply chain disruptions.

Relentless Innovation: 
While we have secured our position as an industry leader, we never stop innovating. 
Vatech consistently invests 25% of our annual profits back into Research and Development, 
driving innovation. As a result, we have the most patents in the dental imaging sector worldwide. 
Our X series, featuring an unprecedented resolution of 49.5 μm, sets a new standard in the market.

Dedicated Customer Service: 
Vatech is not just about cutting-edge technology; we are equally committed to delivering 
exceptional customer service. Our devoted in-house engineering team at Vatech UK is consistently 
hard at work, ensuring the resolution of any technical issues that practices may encounter. 
Remarkably, 95% of these issues are resolved within a mere 10 minutes via phone support. 
Also, our engineering team undergoes consistent training, conducted both at the regional 
headquarters in Prague and the global headquarter in New York whilst they train the engineering 
team from various distributors on regular basis.



People-Centric Philosophy: 
At Vatech, we firmly believe that happy employees make for happy customers. 
Our headquarters in Korea set the bar high by providing an in-house nursery, errand centre, 
and cafeteria to care for our employees. This commitment to their well-being ensures that 
our team is driven by a passion for excellence and exceptional service.

In conclusion, Vatech is not just a company; we are a journey, a testament to the power of 
innovation, perseverance, and a deep commitment to our customers and employees. 
Our steadfast commitment lies in enriching your clinic experience, aiming to elevate 
the overall quality of life for you, your patients, and our dedicated team.
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VATECH IMAGING SYSTEMS

Green X

Smart X

Green 16

Smart Plus

PaX-i Plus

EzRay Air P

EzRay Air W

EzSensor Classic

EzSensor HD

Ez3D-i

EzDent-i

EzOrtho
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Smart X

• SMART FOCUS MODE
• COMPRESSED SENSING TECHNOLOGY 
• HIGHEST RESOLUTION WITH 0.05mm 
   VOXEL SIZE
• AUTO TRACING WITH AI
• FASTEST SCAN TIME 



Due to its scan time, the Smart X minimises motion artefact and enables faster workflow. It produces superb diagnostic
images, which will be a source of pride for any dental practice. Focusing on the highest quality of patient care, Vatech
Strives to improve the health and safety of your patients.

Smart X Image
Reconstruction

Smart X Image
Reconstruction

Comprehensive planning for complex cases in one go. Smart Focus is a revolutionary technology that captures 
5 high-resolution images in just one scan. Whether new patients or complex cases, multiple images obtained from 
a single scan allow comprehensive treatment planning.
 

SMART FOCUS MODE

Vatech dramatically improves its image quality with much less artefact and noise via its Compressed Sensing Technology
(CST), iterating its reconstruction process 10 times more than the normal amount to depict the object’s true
representation.

COMPRESSED SENSING TECHNOLOGY

With its 4cm x 4cm volume mode and 50 micron voxel size, the endo mode will optimise treatment of highly-focused
regions of interest. It is ideal for endodontic use because the dentist is able to achieve an extraordinary image in 
a high-resolution voxel size.

ENDO MODE WITH HIGH RESOLUTION

The Smart X offers a range of selectable fields of view. The Multi FOV option allows users to select the optimum FOV
mode while minimising exposure to areas that are not in the region of interest. The selection includes the following 
FOV sizes for diagnostic needs: 12x14, 12x8.5, 8x8, 8x5, and 4x4. These options cover the full arch region, sinus and
left/right TMJ, and suits most oral surgery cases and multiple implant surgeries.

MULTI FOV SELECTION

GREEN SCAN TIME



Smart X

















































ENDO / SEGMENT Feature 

•One-Click Tooth Segmentation from Bone
•Precise Root Canal Tracing
•3D Visualisation of Multiple Root Canals
•Individual Canals Depth and Radius Measurement
•360 Degree (Oblique) View / Cross Sectional View on Root Canal















Vatech scanner has lived up to its expectations 
and the aftercare hasbeen second to none. In our 
world we need quick answers and results. If the 
unit was not working or there was a problem 
viewing an image, we are clinically paralysed. 
I’ve had conversations with Vatech’s support at 
10pm in the evening ‒ their work ethic and ethos 
is very impressive and is difficult to beat.

Dr Sunil Hirani

I would also recommend the Vatech Green X 
CBCT to colleagues ‒ I have already purchased 
a second for a new practice. It’s customisable 
settings and image quality really set it apart. 
Modern dentistry is rapidly becoming more 
digital, so CBCT scans will be almost compulsory 
in a lot of procedures we’re doing. Having the 
best quality images with a low dose is what every 
clinician should aim to get for their patients.

Dr Alfonso Rao

I have used the software available with other 
systems, but the Ez3D-i beats them all, 
hands down. Its intuitive handling alongside 
the sectional or simpler 3D Pan view improves 
patient communication. I can easily explain to 
patients how dental implants could benefit 
them. I can show them the problems I have 
identified and demonstrate how we might 
overcome challenges in a way they understand.

Dr Jonathan Murphy

I really value the service from Vatech, both before, 
during and after purchasing our scanner - they 
always go above and beyond what is expected. 
I would happily buy another/upgrade our 
CBCT scanner in the future when the need arises.

Dr Suril Amin 

Because a Mobile Clinic is hardly a typical 
environment for a scanner, a rigorous appraisal 
of what was on offer had to be undertaken. 
Altogether 13 machines were assessed before 
Vatech and E-Woo were chosen. It was selected 
not simply because of its durability and con-sistent 
performance, but because of its image clarity and 
that it offered a variable FOV.

Dr Julian Perry



Our Clients Say

Having been placing dental implants for 
several years, I now don’t know how I ever 
worked without my Green 16 CBCT machine! 
I liked that it features a range of fields of view, 
as it allows you to cover a smaller area when 
appropriate to do so. The Model Scan function 
offers further flexibility within the one piece of 
equipment, enabling the digitalising of 3D 
models for easier storage and quicker, 
more-efficient communication with the dental 
laboratory. The ART-V (Artefact Reduction 
Technology) is also helpful ‒ I’ve not noticed 
any distortions in images due to metal artefacts.

Dr Johann Styger 

I liked that Vatech provide the full spectrum of 
services from product installation to training 
and on-going support. They are the technology 
manufacturer as well, which cuts out the 
middleman if you have any questions. I chose 
the Smart Plus CT because it is compact and 
offers both traditional 2D panoramic and 
3D imaging in one machine, which is the kind of 
flexibility you need to offer both general and 
some more advanced dental services such as 
endodontics, dental implant placement and 
oral surgery. It does all this, while providing 
superb image quality with low radiation dose 
technology.

Dr Chris Ball 

I researched all the potential suppliers of 
equipment for the clinic and Vatech ticked 
the boxes for the multiple field of view CBCT. 
This offers the ability to take variable scan sizes 
without patching that can be utilised in the 
maintenance of as low a dose as possible 
for the patient. We’ve found our scanner fully 
functional yet intuitive to use. The provided 
capture software gives a simple and easy-to-use 
interface, which enables us to achieve the 
optimal image without difficulty. In addition, 
in terms of service, we’ve experienced no major 
issues and always been aware of the ‘can-do’ 
attitude from our Vatech contacts.

Dr Philip Friel

The many fields of view (FOV) options are very 
good, allowing me to narrow down what I want 
to look at where appropriate. The smallest voxel 
size is 49.5 microns, which still provides 
unbeatable high-definition image quality in 
the 4x4 Endo Mode. In addition, I have been 
impressed that the Ez3D-I software shows a 
3D root canal image and that you can both 
adjust the pulp level and segment the teeth 
to differentiate between the jawbone and teeth.

Dr Massimo Giovarruscio
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